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Master Budget Project:
Production Budget Report Query
The last few months, we’ve been look-

stored in a generic way so that it can be

ings, Column Heading, and Value as

ing at how to generate and assemble

used for different purposes, and convert

shown in Figure 1.

the data needed to create the Produc-

it into the style of a typical accounting

tion Budget Report. Now that the basic

report that includes reporting periods

Report data in units,” then run it. The

data is in place, it’s time to look at the

across the top and categories on the

results are shown in Figure 2. Note that

query and report layout and see if any

side. The crosstab query is our tool for

the first column in the query, Budget

further calculations are needed.

the transformation of the data.

Item, is the first level of summary. This

We already created queries to calcu-

First create a query that uses the Bud-

will keep the Basic and Deluxe types sep-

late the Budgeted Sales, Desired Ending

get table as its source. Add the fields

arate within the query so we can verify

Inventory, and Beginning Inventory. We

we’ll need to the QBE grid: Budget Item;

that we have the information we need

also need to calculate Total Units Needed

Budget Type; Period, which is a combina-

for the report. In the report itself, we will

(by adding Budgeted Sales to Desired

tion of Budget Year and Budget Quarter;

add a sort that will separate the bike

Ending Inventory by quarter) and

and Count. For the Count field, set the

types. Grouping the data in the report by

Required Production (by subtracting

Total line to Sum. Change the query type

Budget Item will enable the report to

Beginning Inventory from Total Units

to Crosstab and indicate the Row Head-

work no matter how many different

Needed by quarter). Also, because
Access assumes we will be making
groups and creating subtotals in our
report, we need to address the challenge
of the report layout.

Crosstab Query
Before we work on the report layout,
we’ll create a crosstab query to take our
database data, which is normalized, and
crosstab it into the way we normally look
at data on a report. This is a good illustration of the way we store data vs. the
way we report it. The purpose of the
crosstab is to take the data, which is
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Save the query as “Production Budget
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Figure 1. Crosstab Query

Figure 2. Crosstab Data

products (i.e., Budget Items) we have.

database is normalized. Storing data in

coming months, we will look at other

You’ll notice that the query result

“normal” form allows for much more

aspects of the principal data tables to see

doesn’t include the calculated fields for

flexibility with reporting and prevents the

how they meet 3NF standards.

Total Units Needed and Required Produc-

need to re-enter the same data in more

tion. When we create the report, we will

than one place. “Third normal form”

need to think about whether the calcula-

(3NF) data storage is the technical term

As you may know, LinkUp IMA was

tions are best made in an append query

for data storage that meets three require-

recently relaunched with a new look and

and stored in the Budget table or if it’s

ments: (1) there are no repeating groups,

features. Several readers have asked

best to calculate them directly in the

(2) there aren’t any non-key fields that

about where the sample databases are

report.

depend on only part of the primary key,

now stored. First, log in to LinkUp IMA

and (3) there aren’t any dependencies on

at http://linkup.imanet.org. Under the

Best Practice

non-key fields. The data in the Budget

Communities dropdown menu, go to

As mentioned earlier, the data in our

Table meets the first requirement. In the

View Libraries and select All Libraries.

Linkup IMA

This will take you to a list of the avail-

Figure 3. Data Stored in Third Normal Form

able libraries. Select Publications Article
reference Library to get the list of folders in that library. Click on the “Access
Article” folder to view its contents.
There are posts that contain all the files
we’ve used in 2011 and 2012 for the
master budget project. Select the year
you want and click View. This will take
you to a page where you can download
any or all of the files from that year.
As always, please e-mail me if you
have any questions. SF
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Access to management accounting
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a question to address in the Access
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kathrynmann@tds.net.
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